
   
Overview:

CrowdCam is a revolutionary platform that allows journalists to tap into the global 
network of camera phones to gather live video and other media, from anywhere in the 
world, fast.  The platform takes requests for media at specific locations; alerts registered 
“Cams” (people with camera phones) based on their location; and upon acceptance of a 
request, establishes a live 2-way connection for transmitting footage, photos, or 
information.  This has exciting journalistic applications: allowing news organizations to 
cover places, events, and people that would otherwise be inaccessible.

The Need: 

During fast breaking events, like political uprisings and natural disasters, there’s often 
an unfortunate disconnect between local citizen witnesses and news organizations.  For 
citizens at the scene, it’s currently easy to record video and post it online, but no 
guarantee that the footage will reach a broad audience.  Meanwhile, news organizations 
may not have the time, access, or resources to send professional video crews to cover 
the events.  Increasingly, news organizations find themselves hunting for citizen media 
and then have to painstakingly authenticate and curate the content for their audiences.  
CrowdCam offers an alternate solution.  By establishing real-time links between 
newsrooms and people with camera phones, CrowdCam vastly expands the potential 
for news gathering -- providing news organizations with wider geographic reach and 
powerful new storytelling tools. 

CrowdCam isn’t a video streaming technology (there’s already Skype, FaceTime, 
Ustream, Justin.tv, and Qik).  Nor is CrowdCam a repository for citizen media (like 
Youtube or iReport). Instead, CrowdCam is a platform that allows news organization to 
put out calls for exactly what they want; find people who are in the right place at the 
right time to help fulfill those requests; and then leverage appropriate technologies to 
establish 2-way communication and gather materials.
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Implementation:  

My initial plan was to build a downloadable iPhone app and establish a global network 
of users who’d connect to newsrooms via a dedicated live streaming technology.  Yet 
I’ve realized there’s a major (perhaps insurmountable) challenge with this approach: it’s 
extraordinarily difficult to build a global network of millions of users.  For one, most 
people don’t have iPhones, and why would they download a new app if they’ve never 
had a use for it?  My new focus is to build a system where alerts can spread virally 
across the Internet as far and fast as possible; and where people can easily connect to 
the network, regardless of their mobile technology.  Additionally, CrowdCam isn’t 
committed to any specific video streaming technology; while in the near term we may 
need to use white label APIs (i.e. Ustream’s Waterfall product for Android), we can 
easily shift to cross-platform open source solutions as soon as they become available. 
By leveraging cross-platform and open source tools, CrowdCam will have an advantage 
over competing efforts that focus on restrictive, proprietary technologies.

On the following pages is a rough outline for the CrowdCam minimum viable prototype 
(MVP).  Following the mantra “launch early and often,” we will evolve our prototype by 
testing with at least one partner news organization and a select group of volunteer 
Cams; we’ll apply their feedback to refine the feature set and user experience, then 
iterate through wider field testing.
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NEWSROOM PORTAL:  

This site is the CrowdCam portal for newsrooms.  Here you place requests for Cams 
(people with camera phones), browse and select Cams, and manage 2-way 
communication to Cams.  Start by entering the location, time, description, reputation 
requirements, Cam type, and points offered (more about points in the Marketplace 
section below).
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ALERTS:   

Newsroom requests are translated into CrowdCam Alerts. To reach the widest possible 
audience, CrowdCam Alerts are designed to spread virally across the Internet, via 
Twitter, social networks, email, and to a network of registered users.  Through “six 
degrees of separation,” we believe Alerts will rapidly find their way to people who are in 
the right place at the right time, virtually anywhere.

 
Twitter Alert

     
SMS Alert
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MOBILE APP: 

If you receive an alert on your phone: a simple click of a URL brings up the CrowdCam 
mobile Web app. Written in HTML5, it’s designed to work on any device, instantly -- 
without any installation.  Geolocation (possible via the JQuery Javascript library) shows 
your distance to the Alert.  

If you’re interested and available, click Accept. Your availability will then be sent to the 
newsroom for consideration. Quickly sign-in or register to be a Cam.  By verifying a real 
name (via third-party solutions like Facebook Connect), you’ll be able to earn points.  
Choose how you’d like to recieve future alerts.  Respecting privacy concerns, there’s no 
need for CrowdCam to actively track your location to recieve alerts; instead you can 
enter a location and distance range.  Only when the Web app is open does CrowdCam 
use geolocation to verify your position.
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MARKETPLACE: 

CrowdCam includes a marketplace to connect newsrooms with Cams.  On the 
newsroom portal, all of the available Cams (who have clicked “Accept”) are displayed 
via a map or list view.  Browse identity, reputation, and location to select the best fit.  

Detailed reputation profiles help newsrooms vet the authenticity and quality of Cams. 
The system clearly marks which Cams have verified IDs.  Some can also be 
credentialed as “Pros.”  
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Cams have a similar view on their mobile app: browse all the requests from news 
organizations near you (via geolocation) or in other geographic areas.

      

CrowdCam includes a sophisticated monetization layer.  A payment system allows news 
organizations to offer “points,” and for Cams to set minimum prices and place counter-
bids.  Points could be translated into currency, cellphone minutes, gift cards, or 
whatever is appropriate and legal for each location.

We acknowledge that some news organizations forbid payments for user generated 
content.  So we include the option for issuing “non-paying” requests.  We also realize 
that many citizens are happy to volunteer their time and don’t need to earn “points” for 
using CrowdCam.  Yet we believe a marketplace will help encourage quality -- 
establishing competition for the most skilled Cams -- and will help grow the user base. 
Our business model relies partly on receiving a small portion of all transactions (like 
Paypal), and this revenue will help insure the sustainability of the platform. 
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LIVE CONNECTION:  

Once the newsroom has selected a Cam 
from the marketplace, an Alert is sent to 
the Cam requesting a connection. 

f the Cam accepts, a live two-way 
connection is established.  Live video 
can stream from the camera phone 
directly into the newsroom portal. 

      
                   Newsroom view                                                    Cam view

Two-way communication allows newsrooms to gather exactly what they want, in real 
time.  Itʼs possible to live chat and send instructions (turn left, go to the next block, find a 
protestor etc) or feed interview questions.  Cams can speak to the newsroom to provide 
important information in real-time.  When appropriate, Cams can also turn the camera 
on themselves to share their perspectives.   

We acknowledge that mobile video streaming is bandwidth intensive (requiring 3G 
networks etc) and not widely available in much of the world.  So in locations where 
cellular bandwidth is limited, we provide alternatives to video streaming: Cams can 
communicate via voice or text chat, or record and upload video or photos 
asynchronously.  We seek to harness appropriate technology for each geographic area 
to gather the best material available.  
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